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ABSTRACT
As a priority destination, Lake Toba area should immediately clean up so as not to lag behind compared to other destinations. One important indicator of the good governance of tourism in this priority destination is, when the destination has run the management and development of tourism/destination with the principles of Sustainable Tourism Development (STD). According to Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) the principles that must be met, among others are; 1) demonstrating effective sustainable management, 2) maximizing social and economic benefit to the local community and minimizing negative impacts; 3) maximizing benefit to cultural heritage and minimizing negative impacts; and 4) maximize benefit to the environment and minimizing negative impacts in accordance with Permenpar No. 14/2016. Given the importance of STD implementation in the Lake Toba area, this research tries to assess and influence on one of the important destinations in Lake Toba area, namely Taman Simalem Resort (TSR) located right on the edge of Lake Toba, Merek Sub District, Karo District. It is expected that by encouraging TSR in applying STD, TSR can become a local champion and become model of STD application in Toba Lake Area.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
Upon completion in 2015 the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) development concept has been continued with a new concept called Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and is valid from early 2016 to 2030 (Nam, 2016; Wysokińska, 2017). Along with the declaration of SDGs, as one of the countries that adopt SDGs, the Indonesian government also provides a proactive response. In the same year as the launching of SDGs, where the government through the Ministry of Tourism RI
launched the SDGs program in the tourism sector known as the Sustainable Tourism Development (STD) program. In 2017, to begin assessing the performance of sustainable tourism development the Ministry of Tourism has also implemented the Indonesia Sustainable Tourism Award –ISTA (Kemenpar, 2016).


In addition to the determination of 20 pilot project destinations for STD implementation, Kemenpar RI also set 10 national priority tourism destinations, consisting of; 1) Danau Toba, 2) Tanjung Kelayang, 3) Kepulauan Seribu, 4) Tanjung Lesung, 5) Borobudur, 6) Bromo-Tengger-Semeru, 7) Mandalika, 8) Wakatobi, 9) Pulau Morotai dan 10) Labuan Bajo (Ibo, 2015; Kominfo, 2016).

As one of the priority destinations, Lake Toba area certainly must be cleaned up immediately so as not to lag behind compared to other destinations. The important indicator of the good governance of tourism in the priority destination is that the destination has run the management and development of tourism / destination with the principles of Sustainable Tourism Development (STD). The STD Principles that must be met refers to the Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC). These principles are then adopted to bePermenpar No.14/2016 (Kemenpar, 2016; GSTC, 2017).

In relation to the above mentioned things, this paper will further report the results of exploring applied research. How the application of STD can be improved in quality with mentoring activities, where research has been done on one of the important destinations in Lake Toba area of Simalem Resort Park (TSR) located right on the edge of Lake Toba, Kecamatan Merek, Kabupaten Karo.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Sustainable development became one of the important keywords underlying the framework of development around the world today, departing from the realization that the earth is not merely belonging to the current generation. The concept of original sustainability development is a concept developed by environmentalists who surfaced in the 1970s (Liu, 2003).

Explicitly the idea of sustainable development first became the concern of the Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN, 1980) in the document World Conservation Strategy. In 1987, sustainable development was conceptualized as a merger of two schools of thought namely; theory of development and sustainable environmental management. Where the merger of the two concepts was first echoed in the Brundtland Report entitled 'Our Common Future'. Furthermore, sustainable development is described as 'development that meets the needs of today's generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs'. The same document also stipulates that development activities may be said to be sustainable development activities (in a region, country or world) if, the total amount of resources, labor, reproducible capital goods, natural resources, consumable resources is not decreases over time (WECD, 1987).

Sustainable development has a very diverse definition, Steer & Wade-Gery (1993) reveals at least more than 70 definitions of sustainable development. Inevitably, in its development, people from various fields then use the term sustainable development in different contexts and approaches (Heinen, 1994). Nevertheless, as revealed Lele (1991), the philosophy of sustainable development can generally be explored by looking at the term 'development' and 'sustainability'. Sustainable development is defined as a concept that introduces structural transformation to society so that development activities (physically and socially) do not threaten the desired growth, through social unrest, environmental pollution or depletion of resources. If we examine further, the same thing also expressed by Fennell (2014), Tribe (2011) dan Paunović & Jovanović (2017).

Over time, sustainable development came into being in the so-called Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) agreed at the UN Millennium Summit in New York in 2000, attended by 189 countries and signed by 147 heads of government and valid until 2015 (Hulme, 2009). The 8 general objectives of the
MDGs include; 1) eliminating poverty, 2) realizing basic education for all people, 3) promoting gender equality and 4) empowering women, 5) reducing child mortality, 6) improving maternal health, fighting against HIV / AIDS, 7) ensuring environmental sustainability and 8) developing a global partnership for development (Wysokinska, 2017).

Then in September 2015, officially at the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit meeting in New York, attended by more than 190 countries, a new chapter for sustainable development with a concept called Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to continue the MDGs up to 2030. In general, 17 objectives of SDGs can be grouped into four pillars, namely 1) human development, 2) economic development, 3) environmental development, and 4) governance. There are also 5 foundations of SDGs namely; 1) human, 2) planet, 3) prosperity, 4) peace, and 5) partnership (Wysokińska, 2017).

It was also stated that there are 17 objectives of SDGs, among others related to issues of poverty, hunger, health and welfare, education, gender equality and women's empowerment, water and sanitation management, energy, economic growth, infrastructure, intra- and inter-state gaps, production and consumption, climate change, marine conservation, terrestrial ecosystems, justice for all people and partnerships in which relevant indicators are needed (Hák, Janoušková dan Moldan, 2016).

One of the most active sectors to internalize the concept of sustainable development is the tourism sector, known as the concept of sustainable tourism development (STD). This sustainable tourism has become a popular discourse of the 1980s, although it is still patchy, has not been integrated and assumptions that still tend to be wrong (Liu, 2003). Similar to sustainable development, sustainable tourism development also has a diverse definition according to experts, as suggested by Butler (1999), Lane (1994), Hunter (1995) and others.

The UNWTO defines sustainable tourism development as an activity to meet the diverse needs of tourists at this time and the needs of the relevant tourist destination areas, while still protecting and enhancing opportunities and resources for the future. It is considered to lead to the management of all resources in such a way that economic, social and aesthetic needs can be met while maintaining cultural integrity, important ecological processes, biodiversity and life support systems (UNEP & UNWTO, 2005).
In Indonesia this concept began to be introduced since early 2016. Along with the declaration of SDGs, the government of Indonesia through the Tourism Ministry of Indonesia made a pilot project of tourism development with the concept of sustainable tourism development. Tourism Ministry of Indonesia has partnered with 20 districts / municipalities committed to implementing sustainable tourism practices. Even to support the program Tourism Ministry of Indonesia has issued Permenpar No.14 / 2016 on Guidelines for Sustainable Tourism Development Destination (Kemenpar, 2016).

Criteria and Indicators

Based on The Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) there are 4 pillars to find tourist places, hotels or tour operators who have or have not implemented the development yet. The four pillars elsewhere; a) demonstrate management of sustainable destinations, b) maximize economic benefits for host communities and minimize negative impacts, c) maximize benefits for communities, visitors, and cultures; minimize negative impacts and d) maximize benefits for the environment and minimize negative impacts. Steps to establish ISO code of conduct and code of ISEAL alliance standards, international bodies providing assistance for development and development of standards for sectors (GSTC, 2017).

By the Government of Indonesia, through the Ministry of Tourism, the four pillars, along with the criteria for sustainable tourism development of GSTC is then adopted into the standard of management of sustainable tourism destinations and set forth in Permenpar No.14 / 2016. The scope of sustainable tourism destinations set forth in Permenpar No.14 / 2016, among others, includes; a) management of sustainable tourism destinations, b) economic utilization for local communities, c) cultural preservation for communities and visitors and d) environmental preservation (Kemenpar, 2016).

A similar approach in assessing sustainable tourism development is also underway (Bassi dan Sheng, 2012), OECD (2014), and Seaford & Jeffrey (2015). Castellani & Sala (2010) using sustainable performance index for tourism policy development, Blancas, González, Lozano-Oyola, & Pérez (2010) using a system of sustainable tourism indicators. Ritchie & Crouch (2003) suggests that a sustainable destination has 4 pillars, ie; a) ecological sustainability, b) economic sustainability, c) sociocultural sustainability dan d) political sustainability. While Hardy,
Beeton, & Pearson (2002) formulate conceptual entanglements and operational contexts of sustainable tourism incorporation consisting of 5 aspects, namely; a) economic vision, b) conservation vision, c) community vision, d) academic response and e) industry response.

**Previous Research**


Several other researchers have also analyzed how STD implementation strategies, among others; Nowacki, Kowalczyk-Aniół, Królikowska, Pstrocka-Rak, & Awedyk (2018), Singh (2018) dan Amerta, Sara, & Bagiada (2018). The study of criteria in recent studies, among others, is put forward by; Torres-Delgado & López Palomeque (2017), Ottenbacher, Schwebler, Metzler, & Harrington (2018), Peng & Tzeng (2017), Kumar et al., (2017), Dos Santos, Méxas, & Meiriño (2017) and others.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This study examines how the application of sustainable tourism development with national indicators that have been established by Tourism Ministry of Indonesia. The research was conducted in 6 months in 2017, which in the early stages performed; 1) introduction of the STD concept to TSR management and owners, and 2) developing agreements with management and owners for STD implementation; 3) implementing baseline assessment and FGD; 4) providing mentoring process; 4) conducting final assessment and FGD. In the mentoring process intervention action was done to provide strengthening on the aspect or indicators that are still weak based on the baseline assessment. Strengthening actions are conducted in the form, socialization, meetings, discussions, FGDs with TSR management and key stakeholders, improvement of administrative documents,
the making of SOPs, improvement of behavior and others.

The variables observed among others are divided into 4 parts, namely; 1) management of sustainable tourism destinations, 2) economic utilization for local communities, 3) cultural preservation for the community and visitors and 4) environmental preservation (Kemenpar, 2016; GSTC, 2017).

Measurements are made by assessing the dimensions of the variables used, with ordinal scales; score 4 if fully fulfilled (green), score 3 partially fulfilled (blue), score 2 less fulfilled (yellow) and score 1 unfulfilled or category red (Dergibson & Siagian, 2006) and Kemenpar (2016).

The scoring process was conducted in an FGD forum involving 24 people, among others; management of TSR (1 person), owner of TSR (1 person), Tourism Office of Karo Regency (1 person), Tourism Office of North Sumatera Province (1 person), ASITA Sumut (1 person), PHRI (1 person) (1 person), village apparatus (3 persons) around TSR (people), community leaders (2 persons), TSR (2 persons) representatives, college representatives in this case from Tourism Academy (2 persons), (2 persons), organic farmers (2 persons), police (1 person), representatives of local artists (2 persons), Balai Lingkungan Hidup (1 person). In addition to FGD researchers also conducted direct validation in the field to see the real conditions that occur.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Baseline Assessment**

The baseline assumption phase is carried out by conducting field visits to the TSR located in the District of Brand, Karo District. In this baseline assessment the indicators used in the application of sustainable tourism development are filled in FGD forums by involving key stakeholders (as noted in the methodology). The baseline assessment results are presented as follows:

Table 1. Results of the Implementation Baseline Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Excellent (Green)</th>
<th>Good (Blue)</th>
<th>Adequate (Yellow)</th>
<th>Poor (Red)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECTION A: Demonstrate effective sustainable management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>41.86%</td>
<td>44.19%</td>
<td>13.95%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECTION B: Maximize economic benefits to the host community and minimize negative impacts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>42.86%</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://ojs.unud.ac.id/index.php/eot
Based on Table 1, it is known that of the 4 STD implementation variables, there are no variables that are categorized as green and most are in blue, yellow and red categories with relatively balanced blue and yellow proportions and fewer red categories. This indicates basically the application of STD in the TSR is relatively good but still in the blue (good) and yellow areas (enough) and requires intervention to shift to green and blue categories.

From Table 1 it is also known that section A (demonstrate effective sustainable management) has 18 items (41.86%) with well-implemented (blue) criteria, 19 items (44.19%) with sufficient criteria (yellow) and 6 items (13.95%) with less criteria (red). It is understandable that in general in terms of management aspects, TSR is actually good enough in implementing sustainable management. Some things that need to be improved include how the TSR can develop multi-year development plans involving public participation, TSR also has not proceeded to obtain sustainability standards, report on the development of safety and security related events, customer satisfaction reports, weaknesses of administrative documentation and etc.

In section B there are 0 items in green category, 19 items (41.86%) in blue category, 19 items (44.19%) in yellow category and 6 item (13.95%) are in red category. The three indicators that have the highest score include on how TSR has provided support to local entrepreneurs and encourages fair trade, provides employment and career opportunities for local communities and has monitored the economic impacts of local communities but has not been well documented. Some of the indicators that are considered to be weak (having the lowest score) are related to access of local communities to enter the very limited area of TSR, awareness about tourism and knowledge about the local people's low tourism and support for local people who are deemed to be lacking well documented.
In section C there are 0 items in the green category, 9 items (69.23%) in the blue category, 3 items (23.08%) in the yellow category and 1 item (7.69%) are in the red category. Field findings and FGDs found that TSR has interpreted the sites in the TSR region well, in the spot activities have been made announcements, sign, site interpretation in several languages namely English, Indonesia, Karo (with script Karo). Visitor behavior has also been well observed in various activities both indoor and outdoor, as well as protection of local attractions by periodically displaying local art in cooperation with local communities. However, several things that still need to be improved on how TSR can work together with the Karo District Tourism Office work together to protect the cultural heritage, better visitor management so that it is not only visited at particular times of day and takes into account intellectual property rights (artists and local craftsmen).

While in section D there are 0 items in special category, 13 items (46.43%) in good category, 14 item (50%) in enough category and 1 item (3.57%) in less category. In this aspect D there has been no indicator that entered in the green category. Some relatively well-done items include protection against sensitive environments, environmentally friendly transport and environmental risk control. Important things to note and have a relatively low score, among others; how TSR considers more about energy conservation, water management, and water security.

**Final Assessment**

Based on Table 2 it is known that from 4 STD implementation variables, there is a significant change in the final assessment result compared to the baseline assessment result. In the final assessment, most items have been included in the green category, especially in section A and section C, while for section B and section D the majority of the blue criteria, this change means that there has been a significant improvement after the mentoring treatment on TSR governance.

Table 2. Results of Final Assessment of STD Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Excellent (Green)</th>
<th>Good (Blue)</th>
<th>Adequate (Yellow)</th>
<th>Poor (Red)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECTIEN A: Demonstrate effective sustainable management</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53.49%</td>
<td>39.53%</td>
<td>6.98%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECTION B: Maximize economic benefits to the host community and minimize negative impacts</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42.86%</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://ojss.unud.ac.id/index.php/eot
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Based on the above table it is known that for section A has 23 items (53.49%) with criteria implemented with green criteria, 17 items (39.53%) with blue criteria, 3 items in yellow category and no items are in red category. This is quite an increase compared with baseline condition where in category A there are 18 items (41.86%) with well implemented criteria (blue), 19 items (44.19%) with yellow criteria and 6 item (13.95 %) with red criteria.

For section A based on baseline results, the highest scores are; 1) crisis and emergency management, 2) destination management organization and 3) safety and security. The lowest scores include; 1) visitor satisfaction, 2) tourism seasonality management and 3) asset and attraction inventory. In the final assessment the results are; items with the highest value among others; 1) aspects of promotion, 2) crisis and emergency management and 3) destination management organization. The lowest score is; 1) property acquisitions, 2) asset & attraction inventory and 3) tourism seasonality management.

In section B there are 9 items (42.86%) in excellent category, 12 items (57.14%) in good category, 0 item in adequate and poor category. It means that there is a significant improvement in the implementation of STD governance compared to baseline conditions, where there are 0 items in excellent category, 19 items (41.86%) in good category, 19 items (44.19%) in adequate category and 6 items (13.95%) are in the poor category. While at the baseline the highest score among others on the indicator; 1) supporting local entrepreneurs and fair trade, 2) local career opportunities and 3) economic monitoring, in the final assessment the orders become; 1) supporting local entrepreneurs and fair trade, 2) local career opportunities and 3) economic monitoring. The lowest score among others; 1) local access, 2) tourism awareness and education and 3) support for community, then in the final transform
to 1) local access, 2) tourism awareness and education and 3) support for community.

For section C in the final assessment there were 8 items (61.54%) which were very well impregnated (green), 3 items (23.08%) were good executed, 2 items (15.38%) were in adequate category and 0 items in poor category. This achievement also indicates an increase in the application of STD in section C. Previously there were only 0 items in the excellent category, 9 items (69.23%) in good category, 3 items (23.08%) in adequate category and 1 item (7.69 %) are in poor category. If at the baseline the highest score among others on the indicators; 1) site interpretation, 2) visitor behavior and 3) attraction protection, at baseline transform to; 1) site interpretation, 2) visitor behavior and 3) cultural heritage protection. The lowest baseline scores include; 1) cultural heritage protection, 2) visitor management and 3) intellectual property, then in final assessment become 1) attraction protection, 2) visitor management and 3) intellectual property.

While in section D there are 6 items (21.43%) are in excellent, 22 item (78.57%) in good category, and each 0 item for good and adequate category. This condition improved significantly compared with the baseline result, where there were 0 items in the excellent category, 13 items (46.43%) in good category, 14 items (50%) in adequate category and 1 item (3.57%) were in poor category. For section D based on the baseline result, the highest score among others on indicators; 1) protection of sensitive environments, 2) low-impact transportation, and 3) environmental risk. In the final assessment the highest score occurs on 1) solid waste reduction items, 2) wastewater and 3) protection of sensitive environments. The lowest baseline scores include; 1) energy conservation, 2) water management and 4) water security, then change into 1) light and noise pollution, 2) low-impact transportation and 3) water management in the final assessment.

Treatment Activities

After the implementation of the baseline assessment activity, TSR is further informed about the importance of the application of sustainable tourism development. To induce TSR management with STD application the researcher performs a number of treatment stages, prior to final assessment, namely:

a) Implementing the socialization of tourism destination implementation with STD concept based on GSTC and Permenpar No.14 / 2016 criteria.
b) Conducting mentoring and strengthening for each aspect related to the implementation of STD. Assistance activities are conducted on each relevant work unit.

c) Implementing the improvement of STD implementation in accordance with GSTC criteria with a duration of 3 months, by performing periodic evaluations per 2 weeks.

d) Conducting a final assessment. Include TSR on Indonesia Sustainable Tourism Award (ISTA) activities organized by Kemenpar RI in 2017. In this case the result is very encouraging because TSR can get recognition of ISTA Award as the 2nd best destination in environmental management and preservation (Alex, 2017).

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Some important things that can be concluded in this study are as follows:

1) The process of assistance and treatment of tourism destinations TSR has managed to improve the quality of governance of tourism destinations with the concept of STD. If the baseline is still minimal achievement implementation in the green and blue categories but in the final assessment there is improvement so that the majority of indicators of the assessed variables into the category of green and blue as expected.

2) TSR basically has a good awareness and commitment in applying the concept of sustainable tourism development. STD-oriented activities in many ways have actually been implemented for a long time. Owners and management in a sustainable manner have tried to make good planning, empower the economy of the local community, preserve the culture and preserve the environment, but it must be admitted there are still many weaknesses and still need improvement continuously, along with the development of STD concept which for some key stakeholders is still considered as a novelty. The weakest of all observed aspects is the availability of reports and administrative documents that record the progress of improvement over time and need to optimize and increase synergies with local governments in particular and other stakeholders in general.

3) The implementation of sustainable tourism development is a journey and a long struggle and for better
Implementation requires synergy of all parties (key stakeholders). As a leading tourist destination in the area of Lake Toba, the existence of TSR with excellence in applying STD should continue to get support from all parties and TSR can be used as a local champion in the area of Lake Toba as a destination that implements the development of tourism development.

4) Further research needs to be done to see the implementation of STD on a wider spectrum especially for Lake Toba area which is currently being hit by various negative issues such as environmental pollution, forest fire, transportation security, economic empowerment of local communities and others.
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